
CUSTOMER PROFILE 
 
Location : Asia 
Industry : Telecommunications 
Employees : 280,000+

The Challenge: 
 
As the leading telecom company in Asia, they provided a platform for general 
end users and enterprise users to check account balances and buy different 
internet/calling packages. There was 2 main challenges for them 

1. The process of collecting users' insight has always been indispensable for 
them. However, it was always inefficient and time-consuming. For each 
project, they needed to spend at least 3 weeks manually recruiting their own 
test participants, commute time, interviews with the users and analyzing test 
results to generate reports. 

2. They found the duration of users stayed on the landing page was long than 
expected. It took users an average 3.2 minutes to log in from the landing 
page and the login error rate was up to 25%.

THE GOAL 
 
To better understand the general 
experience and behavior when 
users log into their account, check 
the calling fee, and deposit value to 
the account from different cities.

UXTESTING SOLUTION 
USED BY THE COMPANY: 

1. UXTesting Software 

•Mobile Website Testing 

• Desktop Website Testing 

2. Tester Recruitment 

• Specific Demographic 
Recruitment

Customer Case Study

The Result: 
 
They used UXTesting software and remote tester recruitment to measure the 
same numbers of general and enterprise users’ feedback and tested out the 
experience on desktop and mobile devices. The project was all finished within 3 
days.  

After reviewing the testing videos and reports on the UXTesting platform, they 
realized they had severe issues from enterprise users and high login failures. 
Compared to the 100% success rate at the general users’ login test, half of the 
enterprise users failed to finish the test and they spent 33% more time than the 
average on the landing page. The average satisfaction score was 63 on enterprise 
users whereas the general user is 85.
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The Result: 
 
The testing videos showed the login UI and wording confused half of enterprise 
users and they could not successfully find the accurate enterprise landing/login 
page. All of them logged in via the general users' login page and caused the 
error. 

After discovering the issue, the company quickly re-designed and developed the 
new landing page with more intuitive instructions and precise wording to divide 
two groups of users. Then, they executed a test with two groups of users again. 

The results showed the high improvement on the first login success rate for 
enterprise users (50% -> 100%) and satisfaction score (average 63-> 84). They also 
found the login duration decreased by 1/3 (average 3.2 Min. -> 2.1 Min.) 

The chief researcher from the company said, “In general, UXTesting can greatly 
improve the efficiency of usability testing and reduce implementation costs by 
the online platform. It is estimated that on average, it takes only 5-7 days to 
complete a project, and the efficiency is at least doubled compared with the 
laboratory method.” Adoption of UXTesting solution highly enhances their 
efficiency to understand the users and increases the speed of the entire 
production process.
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THE OUTCOME: 

• Time-Saving of over 50% 

• Cut Research Expense by 40% 

• First Login Success Rate Increase 

by 25% 

• Duration for Users to Login 
decrease by 33% ( 3.2 Min -> 2.1 

Min )

Website: www.uxtesting.io 

Contact Us: service@uxtesting.io 

Schedule a demo: 

sales@uxtesting.io 

Twitter: @UXTestingIO 

Linkedin: UXTesting

UXTesting is the top experience testing solution for the enterprise that enables 
every organization to connect the real human with digital product and make the 
data-driven decisions by the insightful and objective data. With UXTesting 
platform, it is much efficient and effective to uncover the actionable insights 
throughout prototypes, websites, and apps on the mobile and desktop devices 
and deploy agile design and development process. 
UXTesting is based in Silicon Valley and backed by the top accelerator Techstars.  

To learn more, visit www.uxtesting.io


